
2021 Joseph A. Lindenmayer 
Employee of the Year Award

Name: Tracy Houle 
Department: Physician Services
Years of Service: 11 years

Tracy is an APRN/Wound Specialist and has been with Gaylord since May 2012 and was nominated by patient.

The patient states, “If I could nominate all of the doctors, nurses, aides and administrative staff they all deserve it.  However, since this 
isn’t practical I nominate, Tracy Houle.  Tracy took care of the wound and skin graft on my foot.  She did with professionalism and 
always kept me informed.  I checked all of “what makes them deserving”.  I believe them to be true of Tracy.  Tracy is also a good 
person. I think that she is an outstanding nurse and person and an asset to Gaylord Hospital.  I can’t say enough about Tracy and the 
rest of the staff at Gaylord and because of them I am now home. I will forever be grateful for this.” 

Tracy’s supervisor, Dr. Holland states, “Tracy Houle is most deserving of this recognition. This is Tracy’s 9th year doing Wound Care at 
Gaylord and it has been largely through her efforts that the Wound Care Service has become the quality department that it now 
represents.  She is a member of the Wound, Ostomy and Continence Nursing Society and pursued certification in these areas when 
many hospital wound care nurses developed from surgical or trauma programs and had little actual training in chronic wounds.  Tracy 
was a pioneer in this specialty and her pursuit of excellence has set the standard for the service here.

It is typical that this nomination was for her care of a relatively straightforward wound care issue.  Gaylord accepts very complicated 
wound cases that often challenge Tracy’s skill and expertise.  But even with a more “routine” case, she took the time to show him the 
respect that every patient deserves and communicated with him down to the smallest detail. Out of all his caretakers, this patient chose 
to nominate Tracy because he sensed in her the caring nature that makes her accountable to each and every patient on the Wound Care 
service.

In a typical month, Tracy will bring forward multiple ideas for nursing education, product review and new issues with patient care that 
require discussion.  Her attention to processes designed to improve patient care is impressive and no detail is too small if it improves 
outcomes.  We meet weekly to discuss each patient on the service and she always shows in depth knowledge of her patients and their 
medical issues.  Beyond her clinical interest, though, she often demonstrates her deeper understanding of the patients as real people who 
have lives beyond our doors- something that is easy for clinicians to forget about when you’re wrapped up dissecting complicated 
medical issues.  Tracy has set the standard over the years for the department and its involvement in our patients’ wound care upon 
discharge.  Her accountability to her patients means setting them on a track for healing well after the patient has left Gaylord and she’ll 
go to any length to make that happen.

It goes without saying that Gaylord is very fortunate to have Tracy on its staff.  A few years back when a colleague had frequent absences 
due to illness, Tracy was constantly adjusting her schedule to meet the needs of our patients.  She would come in on her day off, work 
extra days, and sometimes go home to take care of a family need and return after hours to finish up with patient care.  Our patients 
never experienced a “short-staffing” in wound care because Tracy didn’t allow it to happen.  Her advocacy extends to patients even 
before they get here.  She often relates conversations with referring medical teams that have stopped reevaluating severe wounds once 
the patient is in a “transfer to Gaylord trajectory”.  Tracy forces them to reengage and finish work-ups so that patients don’t require out 
trips after their admission here. 

I thank this patient for his nomination and the committee for their consideration.  Tracy is most deserving of this award and stands as a 
true representative of our ICARE values.
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2021 Joseph A. Lindenmayer 
Employee of the Year Award

Name: Dorothy Orlowski 
Department: Patient Relations 
and Volunteer Services
Years of Service: 22 years

Dorothy is the Patient Relations and Volunteer Manager.  She has been an employee of Gaylord since January 1999 and was 
nominated by a patient.  

The patient states, “I am nominating Dorothy Orlowski for this award.  Truly genuine, concern for patient and follows up.  Very 
important to her is the attention to a patient’s comfort.

She also cares enough to be sure the therapy professional is a good match for a patient and goes over and above to follow up for 
weekend care with therapy. The personal attention I received from Dorothy was so comforting at a very difficult time in my life.  She 
made a difference.  My thanks goes to all my caregivers at Gaylord.”

Dorothy’s supervisor, Lisa Kalafus states, “It is with great pleasure to endorse the ICARE nomination for Dorothy Orlowski.  I 
remember meeting Dorothy for the first time 3 years ago being new to my role and new to Gaylord.  She made it a point to meet with 
me to discuss not only my thoughts on the importance of the patient experience, but she made sure I knew how important my role 
would be in supporting and improving the frontline nursing satisfaction.   This is typical of Dorothy’s day to day actions, always 
thinking about providing a safe, healing, and positive environment not only for our patients but for our Gaylord staff.   

Everything that Dorothy does she carries out with the utmost attention to every detail to ensure any of our initiatives we are working 
on go smoothly.  She is reliable, accountable, and is always ready to help in any way possible in such an optimistic manner.  Any of the 
projects Dorothy is involved in, she is sure to include the key stake holders.  She is always thinking of how a project, change, or 
initiative would affect the patient and family experience.  Dorothy spearheads the Patient Family Advisory Committee and ensures we 
obtain their input to anything that may impact their stay in our hospital.  She is a role-model for interdisciplinary teamwork.  Dorothy 
is always looking for ways to engage the staff and to collaborate on the patient experience and employee engagement activities.  

I have enjoyed working with Dorothy more closely these last few years and have so much fun planning our Message in a Minute 
videos.  It almost doesn’t seem fair at times that we enjoy it so much, it doesn’t feel like work!  Dorothy provides input to these videos 
to ensure our safety messages come across in a way that everyone can easily understand, yet enjoy viewing.  We always look forward to 
planning the next one.  

Dorothy took the lead for our Patient Advocate program last year and put much work into providing support and training to our 
patient advocates to ensure timely follow up.  I am beyond impressed how she took on this new role with ease and developed a 
stronger and more organized program.  Anything Dorothy does, she owns 100% and the final product is guaranteed to be polished 
with a special Dorothy flare and touch!   

It is for these many reasons and many, many more that Dorothy deserves this recognition!  
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2021 Joseph A. Lindenmayer 
Employee of the Year Award

Name: Dr. David Rosenblum  
Department: Physician Services 
Years of Service: 29 years

Dave is currently the Division Medical Director for Inpatient Medical Services.  He has been here since July 1991 and was 
nominated by a patient.

The patient states, “Dr. David Rosenblum personifies the highest level of integrity, compassion, accountability, respect and 
excellence.  With my being a typical “Type A” behavior and former marathon runner, the physical devastation to becoming 
paralyzed after a minor surgery gone wrong was overtaken by the mental devastation facing me with my future in a 
wheelchair.

Sad, depressed, and totally broken in spirit, I was so lucky to have the most compassionate, creative and knowledgeable Dr. 
David Rosenblum as my savior.  

His integrity shone through his ardent devotion to rescue me from hopelessness.  No false hope but real faith in truthful 
facts of day by day, step by step connection and understanding me as an individual.  His compassion was limitless with a 
large amount of patience.  I was in terrible shape and probably not very nice at times. To break through the barriers I had 
set up, Dr. Rosenblum created a personal type of “therapy”- a game of sorts based on our one common factor – of our 
religion, more for fun and challenge than spiritual –or so I thought.  His respect for my mental state was treated as much as 
my physical state-seeing my whole person through the worst times.  With his help, I was able to make progress with my 
legs and heart.  My family and I will be forever grateful.”

Dave’s supervisor, Dr. Holland states:  “I am very pleased to support Dr. Rosenblum’s ICARE nomination this year.  2021 
will witness Dave’s 30th anniversary at Gaylord and during that time he has developed into the most prestigious and well-
rounded physiatrist in Connecticut.  His accolades are many and include multiple “Top Doc” designations by Connecticut 
magazine, Healthcare Hero Awards from both Business New Haven and the Hartford Business Journal, “Top Physiatrist” 
by the International Association of Healthcare Professionals, and the Award of Excellence by the American Health 
Council’s “Best in Medicine”. Perhaps even more importantly, he has garnished the most ICARE nominations than any 
other director at Gaylord since the inception of the Lindenmayer award.

            Continued on next page
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2019 Joseph A. Lindenmayer
Employee of the Year Award

Dr. David Rosenblum continued

This past year has been a particularly busy and productive one for Dave. He was made an Associate Professor at Yale in the 
Dept of Neurology in addition to his similar position in the Orthopedic/Rehab program.  Two of his presentations were 
accepted for conference and he had a Book Chapter published. Due largely to his work in Spinal Cord Research and the 
New England Spinal Cord Injury Model System, Dave’s role as Site Director of SCI research at Gaylord has morphed into 
his newly appointed role as Medical Director of the Milne Institute for Healthcare Innovation.  He has already become 
active in this role and sharing his clinical research experience as we move to expand Gaylord’s research footprint.  And, as if 
that weren’t enough, Dave also graciously accepted the position of Associate Program Director of the combined UCONN/
Hartford/Gaylord PM&R Residency Program (application under review).  The application process has taken the last 6 
months and Dave has spent many hours contributing, editing and reviewing information for its submission.  Due much in 
part to his efforts, the application’s prospects for a favorable review are excellent. 

With all this said, the best that Dr. Rosenblum has to offer is not in his accolades, but at the bedside.  He frequently is 
complimented by his patients for his willingness to listen to them and collaborate with them for their plan of care.  For 
nearly 30 years, staff have been rewarded by his polite and respectful interactions with them. He has been a team player with 
the entire spectrum of healthcare providers at Gaylord way before it became the standard in hospitals throughout the 
country.  From what I have witnessed regarding his persistence in tracking down information on his patients, there is no 
length to which he will not go to help improve their care.  Dave truly represents the complete physician in demonstrating his 
compassion for patient care, his academic pursuit of excellence and his respect for fellow staff and teamwork.

It is with great pleasure that I endorse his nomination for the ICARE award. It would take many more pages to describe how 
Dave represents all of Gaylord’s values and standards.  Luckily, his patient, has already done that and his words are more 
heartfelt and articulate than what I could express. 
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2021 Joseph A. Lindenmayer 
Employee of the Year Award

Name: Philip Silverio 
Department: PTOM-Cheshire 
Years of Service: 6 years

Phil is the Clinical Supervisor for both Cheshire and Cromwell has been with Gaylord since April 2015. He was 
nominated by a 2 patients. 
The first patient states: “I went to therapy because I had complete hip surgery. I chose Gaylord Specialty Healthcare in 
Cromwell, CT.  I went to other therapy places and I wasn’t satisfied, they didn’t care for people like Phil did.  He asked 
a lot of questions about my surgery and was very concerned.  Phil stayed with me, didn’t just tell me what to do and 
leave.  He was very helpful, and stood by my side to make sure I didn’t fall.  Explained all the exercises to me and 
showed me how to do them.  He made sure I was okay and let me take a break in between.  Also gave me home 
exercises with a piece of elastic to do them at home.  Phil was very kind and made sure that I didn’t have a hard time 
with my hip or it was sore.  He also treats patients with respect, dignity and confidentiality.  He should be awarded the 
Employee of the Year.”

The second patient states:  “When I started physical therapy I couldn’t walk.  I never broke anything before and 
honestly didn’t know what to expect.  Phil was very comforting and no questions I asked were too small.  You can tell 
he loves what he does.  He was a great Physical Therapy teacher and helped get me off my crutches!  Phil is kind, 
professional and patient. I would 100% consider him for this award.  He deserves it.”

Phil’s Supervisor, Jacob Hunter states, “I am very happy and proud to support the nomination of Philip Silverio for the 
ICARE employee of the year.  Phil is our clinic supervisor in Cheshire where he demonstrates an unwavering sense of 
ownership. His knowledge and experience with starting and growing our Cheshire clinic made him the natural choice 
to expand our PT services in Cromwell. Phil was a core team member for the successful scouting, planning, 
coordinating, designing, and implementation of our Cromwell PT build out project. He provides supervisory oversite 
of this clinic in addition to Cheshire and is at the heart of every community event, marketing initiative, or professional 
education opportunity that takes place in both of these clinics. He leads by example and works tirelessly to ensure his 
staff have the support that they need and the patients have the experience they deserve. 
Phil is a Board Certified Orthopedic Clinical Specialist and is credentialed as a Certified Manual Physical Therapist 
through the North American Institute of Orthopedic Manual Therapy. His patients are always extremely appreciative 
of his expertise and compassionate care as he helps restore function and alleviate pain. He is routinely recognized in 
patient satisfaction surveys and rounding as taking time to educate about their conditions and showing that he truly 
wants to help. He has many patients that will routinely seek him out and who have also recommended their own 
family and friends due to his effectiveness and personalized approach. 

           Continued on next page
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2021 Joseph A. Lindenmayer 
Employee of the Year Award

Phil Silverio continued

As the Chair of our COCO CREAM Committee (Committee for orthopedic clinical outcomes: Community involvement 
for regional education advertisement and marketing) he helps bring new ideas to life with his thoughtfulness and 
coordination. He has helped another Cheshire therapist Kim Levesque with creating the Exercise 4 Life program that has 
received over $50,000 in grants to provide local adaptive residents and athletes with highly skilled strength and 
conditioning exercise programming to maximize their health, fitness, and overall quality of life. This program has helped 
dozens of people and has shown tremendous potential to be a long standing service at Gaylord. 

This year was quickly overcome by the response to the Covid pandemic of which Phil was a direct and primary contributor 
to the breakdown and rebuild of our Cheshire clinic. He played a vital role in assessing staffing needs for PT and was 
pivotal in getting telehealth services operational and integrated into standard practice. Phil was instrumental in the 
progressive planning as volume ramped back up by reconfiguring the treating area to allow for social distancing and 
infection prevention measures. Phil's commitment, creativity, flexibility, and determination were vital during the Covid 
response which allowed Gaylord to fare very well as a healthcare entity

I am appreciative of Phil’s commitment to the success of Gaylord Physical Therapy and for his dedication the Physical 
Therapy profession. Thank you for considering Phil for the employee of the year award, he is truly deserving of this 
recognition.    
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